**Chem Dept. seeks formula to lure profs**

Despite new facilities, the department has failed to attract distinguished professors to the University.

**By Ethan Kross**

When the University opened a new 800 million dollar chemistry and engineering building last fall, administrators hoped that the facility would bolster the Chemistry Department's reputation for teaching and research. Professors have responded to the new facility positively.

"About a year later, they are still hoping," said a professor who has been active in the university's search for new faculty. "The chemistry fields are no exception to this trend, with many professors still trying to recruit new faculty members." The professor noted that the university's efforts in recruiting new faculty members have been successful, but there is still room for improvement.

**History-making bid for Allegheny links for-profit chain, Drexel**

Tenet Healthcare Corp. will purchase Allegheny's eight area hospitals.

By William Appelbaum

Tenet Healthcare Corp. will purchase Allegheny's eight area hospitals.

By William Appelbaum

The pending sale of eight Philadelphia hospitals owned by the now bankrupt Allegheny Health System led into the Philadelphia market led into the Philadelphia market. The deal would offer Drexel University a 500,000 square foot facility inside the University's campus, where it currently has no programs. Drexel University is likely to take over four Center City graduate schools.
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The pending sale of eight Philadelphia hospitals owned by the now bankrupt Allegheny Health System led into the Philadelphia market led into the Philadelphia market. The deal would offer Drexel University a 500,000 square foot facility inside the University's campus, where it currently has no programs. Drexel University is likely to take over four Center City graduate schools.

**Drexel University will likely operate the four former Allegheny medical schools in Center City.**

By William Appelbaum

Drexel University will likely operate the four former Allegheny medical schools in Center City. The university would be owned by a third party, and the decision of whether or not to proceed with the plan is pending approval by Drexel's Board of Trustees.

"This site of a medical school is the only one available in Philadelphia," said Richard Thomas, senior vice president of Drexel University. "We have been working on this site for several months and have been preparing for this move for some time."

"We do not have a place to do business in this area," said Thomas. "We are excited to be able to offer Drexel students a new and improved educational experience."
Redford talks films, community relations

VERSUS: Redford's stepping out of his ivory towers and engaging with community is the answer to the future because of the collapse of the top, both morally and politically. It comes from a kind of desperation about our going down this path. The news rather than coming through the beaten path, is going through the community. I'm pretty focused on the importance of community, whether it's a community of artists or academics. The success of the challenges of the new millennium and the university's mission and the dynamism that I have is because of that, that we're actually moving a lot of us, especially those, new people in the community, in the community. It's been a real joy, moving to make a real difference, to make a real difference.

Redford: The thing that really got me was the physical evidence of what the University was doing in terms of a depressed area and the university experience. I mean, the University ran right up into a depressed area. So through a wonderful opportunity to help revitalize this depressed area and change the face of that space right smack where those two meet, and I thought that was really great for us, because we could grow from there.

DP: You talked extensively about how you wanted to make the new campus a news of the community and that you wanted to open the University to President Roditi's goals. How do you see the Sundance Film celebrating that?

Redford: By using art as a vehicle. Film is an extremely attractive medium; it attracts people from all walks of life. So using that kind of magnet is very powerful. We're going to treat film as a cultural venture rather than just as a straightforward exhibition business. (That) is what really puts us in the mix, where we can work with the University for having University programs work in the center — by having programs involving the community. It will not be the University, but the University, that will commit to being a part of it.

But we also satisfy our needs, too. If there were no Judi Buech, we wouldn't be trying to do this. It's just that a lot of things come together around this particular site.

DP: Did any particular alert you to President Roditi's activities?

Redford: That's what led to my call to her in China last January. First of all, I was aware of her work at Yale when she was released from 1981 to 1986. . . . I have a real interest in what university are doing, what university are trying to do in the future — are thinking about and are making the decision to do in the future. I was very excited about the University to play a role in art, or are they going to play in frames in some sort of ivory tower.

I was aware of some of her harder-thinking ideas. Then, after she came to Penn and we were putting everything together and we were going over this campus looking at various people and it was really hard to get, it was really hard to get to us what was possible, because we can't go wherever we want. We're running up against retailers that have a lot more money than you do, and retailers dominate a lot of real estate opportunities.

I'm not interested in going into a real estate battle. A mad in a lot of stuff, malls in a lot of stuff, and we want to go in. We want to do it this way. We want to do it this way. We want to do it this way.

And for us to go up and then go up and then go up and then go up and then go up.

DP: When you came earlier in the week to visit the site for the first time, what features most attracted you to it?
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Hollywood producer speaks of his own 'Risky Business'

By Harrison Dannen

Jon Avnet, who has directed or produced many major movies, including films such as '_once Upon a Time in America' and 'The Three Stooges,' has found his way to Philadelphia, where he met with students at the University of Pennsylvania. He spoke about his experiences in Hollywood and his current projects.

Avnet began his career in the late 1980s and has directed several films, including the 'Three Stooges' series and the 'Mighty Ducks' series. His most recent film is 'The Real Inspector Gadget,' which received mixed reviews and was not successful at the box office.

Avnet also discussed one of his recent films, 'The Talking Film Program,' which helps students interested in careers in filmmaking. He said, "The Talking Film Program helps us reach this goal," the English producer said.

Avnet's current plans include working on the movie 'The Final Inspector Gadget,' starring Matthew Broderick in a live-action version of the popular cartoon series.

Avnet has also produced children's movies, and he said, "There are a lot of children's movies."

He concluded his talk by making a personal statement, "If there's anything possible, it can be made," he said.

Police seek robbery suspects

By Ben Goldin

University Police are warning area residents, students, and security details about a man impersonating a security guard who robbed a convenience store.

According to police, two men entered the store at 4:45 a.m. on October 6 and demanded money from the cashier. The men fled on foot.

The suspect was described as a white man with short black hair and wearing a blue shirt and jeans.

Police are looking for witnesses to the incident and are asking anyone with information to contact them.

The police are working to identify the suspect and are now investigating the case.

They also ask anyone with information to please contact them immediately.

When something is too extreme for words, it's to the nth degree. And that’s the level of technology you'll experience at Raytheon.

Raytheon has formed a new technological superpower—Raytheon Systems Company. The company is a component of four major technological giants: Raytheon, Electronic Systems, Northrop Grumman, and General Dynamics.

The new Raytheon Systems Company is driving technology to the limit. And we're working with engineers who want to push the envelope. Break new ground. Make their mark.

At Raytheon, you’ll take technology—and your career—to the highest possible level. You’ll take it for the nth.
Check Out the DP Classified Section.

You will not only find tonight’s television listings and the famous New York Times Crossword puzzle, but also that perfect apartment, or perfect job, or even that perfect used car. So snoop around the classified section, and find what you’re looking for.

The Daily Pennsylvanian
4015 Walnut Street 890-6581/898-1111

Chem Dept. to fill open faculty spots

Chemistry from page 1

Frank Sternschn, a Chemical Engineering major.

While denying that senior faculty members who said they have adapted their schedules to the scarcity is an issue, several professors said they expect to make two or three offers to professors at Yale and Wisconsin, and the University of Pittsburgh. All three declined the offers.

In the future, Pal said, he’ll “go to
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The Leadership Moment
Nine Stories of Triumph and Disaster and Their Lessons for Us All

Michael Umem, author of Lessons of Leadership and Executive Deputy, is the director of the Center for Leadership and Change at the Wharton School, University of Pennsylvania, where he is also Professor of Management. His previous book, The Leadership Moment, Nine Stories of Triumph and Disaster and Their Lessons for Us All, is a look at how we can learn from the failures and successes of powerful leaders.

The Leadership Moment tells the inspiring and dramatic stories of Joshua S. Chabotstanding leading his troops into the bloody battle of Little Round Top in Gettysburg, and of Eugene Kraus, who brought home the Apollo 13 astronauts after a near-death experience. Umem tells of a woman who left an impressive position at the World Bank to lead the fight against Third World poverty. He shows what works and what fails, and highlights the qualities of a leader who makes a difference.

As part of the Author Series at the PENN-McKeehan, Michael Umem will discuss the book and sign The Leadership Moment on Tuesday, October 11, at 5:30 p.m. in the 4015 Walnut Street building — which currently houses The Daily Pennsylvanian and University record-storage sites — according to the parking lot.
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What will be your statement?
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and help entrepreneurs break through...
to see a pony on a shirt and help it influence culture...
to move a computer company from dorm room to boardroom.
Make a mark with you mind.
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A well-deserved donation for SAS

SAS Dean Samuel Preston should use the $10 million gift to attract and retain noted professors.

As if the gift itself isn't enough, the donation's release requirements are an especially helpful blessing. Unlike many donations which are intended for specific purposes — such as undergraduate research or financial aid — this gift will be dispensed by Preston as he sees fit. And that's exactly how it should be made. It seems that the person with the most direct knowledge of SAS's needs is the one writing the checks.

We hope that Preston focuses in particular on faculty recruitment and retention. Most notably, Poli Sci and the Chemistry Department are both in need of talented faculty members to fill current vacancies, and this is the perfect opportunity to attract them.

Both departments have fallen in their efforts to draw distinguished professors from other institutions.

Hopefully, part of the $10 million donation can be spent on attractive research and compensation packages to lure professors to the University.

Even though distinguished professors are often offered sumptuous packages, the unique atmosphere of the University and its opportunities in another, adequate research field that supports scholars' work in their fields may be what draws them to a particular university.

Looking at the bigger picture, Preston may be able to use some of the money to solve the persistent problems that keep faculty from coming to Penn. Preston is at the first place.

Now the funds are used, we feel certain of one thing: They are in good hands with Preston.

Wanted: Divine intervention

Using one of my first-ever classes, Philosophy 101 at Penn, I wrote an essay that was due in less than a week. The essay was due the next day, and it was due the next day, and it was due the next day, and it was due the next day.

I realized what he was saying and what he was trying to accomplish in the middle of the Walk. It was exhilarating to behold, and for the first time, I was not frightened to momentarily suspend my disbelief. I was creating immediately around him and quickly becoming fascinated with him. He was trying to spread the gospel of salvation to us, the enlightened.

David Kim

This is our money, and we should care about who controls it.

Jeff Adler

It was a time when prestige was at its peak in this country... and it was a time when prestige was at its peak in this country. SAS's troubles.

SAS's troubles.
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Hopefully, part of the $10 million donation can be spent on attractive research and compensation packages to lure professors to the University.

Even though distinguished professors are often offered sumptuous packages, the unique atmosphere of the University and its opportunities in another, adequate research field that supports scholars' work in their fields may be what draws them to a particular university.

Looking at the bigger picture, Preston may be able to use some of the money to solve the persistent problems that keep faculty from coming to Penn. Preston is at the first place.

Now the funds are used, we feel certain of one thing: They are in good hands with Preston.
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We will be on campus Wednesday, Oct. 7th

Information session at 10 AM in the McNeil Building

TUTORS WANTED

We are a small student-run tutoring organization looking for Flexible, Responsible Tutors.

• Elementary school children from area schools
• Any Day Monday thru Thursday 8:00 to 4:30
• Transportation Provided

Your small size enables us to plan special events

Last years include: An overnight snowboard trip, 76ers/Bulls game, aquarium trip

INTERESTED STUDENTS PLEASE CONTACT

Adam Buehler
417-7053
abd@korp.com

Michael Drossler
222-3411
drossler@korp.com

Master of Engineering Management Program

• Combine engineering with business management
• No thesis, 1 year program for B.S. degree holders
• Work on design projects provided by high tech companies

The job market is strong for MEM graduates!

• Land jobs with leading national and international firms
• Receive starting salaries in the mid-sixties ($65,000/yr)

Financial aid and fellowships available

For More Information Contact:

Master of Engineering Management Program
8000 Cummings Hall
Hanover, NH 03755-8000
tel: (603) 646-3261
tutoring@dartmouth.edu

http://engineering.dartmouth.edu

We will be on campus Wednesday, Oct. 7th

Information session at 10 AM in the McNeil Building

CONSULTING, anyway?

A panel of recent Penn grads will give the real scoop on what consulting is, what an analyst does every day, and what different consulting firms are currently offering.

Thurs, Oct. 8 - 4:30 - 6:00 - Annenberg 109
www.upenn.edu/careerservices
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Kenyan teachers strike for higher wages

NAIROBI, Kenya — Teachers nationwide went on strike yesterday to protest the government’s failure to pay them overdue salaries, union officials said.

The strike followed criticism of the government by a few hundred teachers nationwide who went on strike yesterday to demand payment of their salaries.

The teachers, who were protesting against the government’s failure to pay them for the past six months, said they were tired of waiting for their salaries and had decided to take the strike to the streets.

The strike was a response to the government’s failure to pay teachers salaries and bonuses on time.

The teachers said they had been waiting for their salaries since January and had not been paid since then.

They said they had been forced to go on strike to force the government to pay their salaries.

Kenyan Teachers strike

The strike fueled criticism of the government’s failure to pay teachers salaries on time.

In Nairobi, riot police armed with tear gas broke up a demonstration by a few hundred teachers who had been protesting against the government’s failure to pay them salaries.

The police used tear gas to disperse the teachers who had been blocking roads and blocking traffic.

The teachers were protesting against the government’s failure to pay them salaries on time.

The teachers said they had not been paid for months and were forced to go on strike.
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Clinton focuses on Brazil to combat crisis

Clinton tells top financial officials that more must be done to combat a widening economic crisis.

WASHINGTON — U.S. officials worked behind the scenes yesterday to line up at least $30 billion in aid for Brazil and several other financially troubled developing nations that must be done to combat a widening economic crisis.

"Every country has a role to play," Clinton said, specifically mentioning the need for Japan to move quickly to join in the effort to stabilize the region.

"We must ensure that the international financial architecture is prepared for the challenge," the president told finance ministers and central bank presidents from the world's rich nations and a representative group of developing nations.

Clinton outlined actions which were focused on four areas: growing debt, growing deficits, the protection of financial markets, and a commitment to transparent and accountable government.

Clinton told top financial officials from 22 nations that more must be done to combat a widening economic crisis. A Supreme Court action allowed an electronic voting machine to continue such claims that allowed an Indiana district to continue such tests.

Rejecting an appeal by teen-agers and their parents yesterday, the court let a rural school district conduct random drug tests for all students in extracurricular activities — from sports teams to the literary club — even if they are not individually suspected of using drugs.

The justices, acting without comment, left intact a federal appeals court ruling that said such testing does not violate students' privacy rights.

Starting in 1990-91 with a notice ofMercury, the court issued orders in more than 1,000 cases. It granted full review to just six.

Outside the stately courthouse, more than 1,000 members of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People noise demonstrated to protect the court's lack of minority law clerks. NAACP President Rev. William Sloan and 12 other people were arrested for blocking the main entrance to the courthouse, rather than on the sidewalk.

The court's action in the drug testing case is not a decision and therefore sets no national precedent. But it left in place a ruling that remains binding law in three states — Indiana, Illinois and Wisconsin. And it could cause even more school districts to begin testing.

Asthmatics measures to test real strength of Cardoso's popularity

SÃO PAULO, Brazil — With initial results indicating he will be the first Brazilian president to win a second term, the re-election of Fernando Henrique Cardoso now must prepare for an even tougher test: improving drastically asthma measures needed to heal Brazil's economic woes.

Cardoso, re-elected yesterday to a first ballot victory as returns came in from the interior, where the government historically does well, Cardoso faces a Sunday's election to avoid a second round — a feat he easily accomplished.

The re-elected president is expected to announce his next challenge — the amendment to the constitution — after confirming the re-election was a result he expected.

Sure, that stability is threatened and Cardoso must now use the international financial community he has worked to strengthen to meet the economic crisis that began in Asia and is now poised to hit his country.

The prospect that the re-elected Casso may now face calls for a Union of Brazil's trade partners to increase trade and increase taxes helped lead the Brazilian stock markets lower yesterday morning to a 10 percent drop in Sao Paulo and a 3 percent drop in Brazil.

The United States and other major in the international financial community that began in Asia and is now poised to hit Brazil.
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**Defensive line stuffs Bucknell rushers**

**FOOTBALL** from page 16

Penn allowed the Quakers to control the clock. Penn’s possession time was 34% higher than the Big Blue’s, helping to keep the defensive trench and running backs on the field.

On the defensive side, the Quakers line was in control for much of the game. While the Quakers held Bucknell to just 8 yards in the first half, and only 18 in the second half, the offensive line was able to move the ball in another four plays.

The Quakers offensive line also helped on field or senior quarterback Matt Reider when he did step back. He was only sacked twice, and didn’t rush. The offensive line was able to maintain a high level of blocking and running. The defense was able to keep the ball moving and the offense running successfully behind the offensive line.

**Volleyball looks to keep win streak alive**

**Volleyball** from page 18

The Quakers defense was able to stop the run and force Bucknell to pass the ball. The Quakers were able to only give up 8 yards in the first half, and only 18 in the second half.

The Quakers defensive line was also able to make key tackles and get the ball back to their offense. The Quakers were able to make key interceptions for the Quakers.

The offensive line was also able to keep the ball moving. They were able to make several key tackles and get the ball back to their offense. The Quakers were able to make key interceptions for the Quakers.

The passing statistic is scored out of 10 points against a perfect 10. The Quakers were able to make several key tackles and get the ball back to their offense. The Quakers were able to make key interceptions for the Quakers.
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In the very near future, you're going to hear a lot of companies saying many of the same things. They'll claim they're innovative, exciting, different. The only way to truly tell if a company is different is to learn about their culture.

At Capital One our culture will shock you. From day one we challenge our associates to create and drive initiatives for improvement which may fly in the face of conventional wisdom. We believe that a fun work environment, where you're encouraged to have a full and active life outside of work, makes for more productive associates. And, with more than 1,000 associates participating in our volunteer organization, we continually search for ways to give back to the communities in which we work and live.

Prepare yourself for culture shock by joining us at our Career Presentation:

Career Presentation
Wednesday, October 7th
Faculty Club

Nigel Morris, COO, presenting.
Business Casual attire.
Refreshments will be provided.

Capital One promotes a drug-free workplace and is an equal opportunity employer dedicated to diversity in the workplace.
By Matt Greenberger  
The Daily Pennsylvanian

When the Penn golf team won the Ivy League championship last year, it set a tone for what was to come in the fall. The 2004-05 season has not been as successful, however. 

Ivy League championship last year, it this competition this past weekend. The tournament schedule, the Penn McLaughlin Red Storm Invitational, was played at the Bearcat Golf Club in Cincinnati, Ohio. 

Shooting rounds of 74-74, Hunt finished eight over par. and tied for 18th place. Hunt had a chance to improve on the weekend, but he was not able to do so. 

Bearcat Jim Herman bested Anderson for the important spring season, as he will compete at Army to try to win the national title. 

Behind Hunt was College junior Tim Goldhaber, who posted rounds of 76-74 to finish two strokes behind Hunt for 10th place. Sophomore Shane Spencer, who shot 76-73, and fellow sophomore Kevin Doherty placed 74th by posting rounds of 88-76. 

Bowl 12/24

"While we posted scores far from our potential we have definitely raised our game and our competitiveness this year and we need to stop on top of our game or we will lose," said senior Brian Owens. 

Brian Owens will need to step up our play in order to compete for the national championship. 

Head coach Francis Vaughn re

The Quakers hope to improve their standing as they prepare for the upcoming weekend at the 54 Hole Michigan State and Detroit Mercy Invitational. 

The Bellevue Hotel, 200 South Broad Street

Open Bar
21 to drink

Tickets now on sale for $30

To show your support for this day, please wear jeans and ribbons. You can pick up ribbons on the Walk Tuesday or Wednesday and in the Women's Center all week. 

For questions or comments, contact Megan at 382-2598 or Liz at 417-8075

All proceeds will benefit the Pediatric AIDS Foundation.
Few winners for M. Tennis in Jersey

By Jesse Spector

The Quakers' men's team traveled to New Jersey for the Princeton Fall Invitational Tournament last weekend. The trip was not a roaring success, but there is some hope for the Quakers going into next weekend's ECAC Championships.

"We're not satisfied right now, but we're getting better," Penn coach Gary Ernst said of the overall performance.

Ernst noted that the Fall Invitational is an individual tournament and that there were some good performances turned in by several Quakers. Sobotka was the only Penn player to advance from the first round of the singles draw, advancing into the quarter-finals with victories over Columbia's Trina 4-6, 6-1, 6-4 and another Lion, Mark Zacks (6-7, 6-7). Sobotka was impressive with his effort in the quarter finals against the tournament's No. 3 seed, defeated Penn freshman Joey Zupan. was unable to play due to injuries. "It was a pretty good combination. A couple of points and it would have gone either way," Sobotka said of his match with a different partner. "They played very well. I was encouraged," Ernst said, acknowledging it as one of the weekend's highlights.

At next week's ECAC Championships, a team event, Penn will be seeded thirteenth and face off in the doubles' draw. Another of Penn's doubles teams, Domino Hrines and Mike Kluepky, fell to Princeton's top team of Jeff Schacter and Neil Kluepky in the quarter finals. Ernst is also hopeful that the Quakers can use enthusiasm to rebound in the next event against Princeton. "It's a tad different mentality we're going to have to apply," Ernst said. "It's a totally different mentality if we can get over this loss. It's a team effort." but that "if we can get over this loss and get some better results, it's a team effort."

Garber was not alone in setting a personal record. Junior Stephenie Bell, who ran a personal best of 18:28.21, placing her second on the team. She ran a personal best of 18:28.21, placing her second on the team. "It's a totally different mentality to running with the pack," Ernst said. "It just makes a lot of sense."

In the end, Sobotka was impressed with his effort in the quarter finals against the tournament's No. 3 seed, defeated Penn freshman Joey Zupan. was unable to play due to injuries. "It was a pretty good combination. A couple of points and it would have gone either way," Sobotka said of his match with a different partner. "They played very well. I was encouraged," Ernst said, acknowledging it as one of the weekend's highlights.

At next week's ECAC Championships, a team event, Penn will be seeded thirteenth and face off in the doubles' draw. Another of Penn's doubles teams, Domino Hrines and Mike Kluepky, fell to Princeton's top team of Jeff Schacter and Neil Kluepky in the quarter finals. Ernst is also hopeful that the Quakers can use enthusiasm to rebound in the next event against Princeton. "It's a tad different mentality we're going to have to apply," Ernst said. "It's a totally different mentality if we can get over this loss. It's a team effort." but that "if we can get over this loss and get some better results, it's a team effort."

"It's a totally different mentality to running with the pack," Ernst said. "It just makes a lot of sense."

While the Quakers team score of 126 in the championship is their weakness, this was the Quakers' weakness, even though Garber was the only Penn runner to finish in the top 10. "The singles' draw was a team event," Ernst said. "It's a team effort."

Garber and partner also had a successful showing in the doubles' draw. Sobotka was also the only Penn player to advance from the first round of the singles draw, advancing into the quarter-finals with victories over Columbia's Trina 4-6, 6-1, 6-4 and another Lion, Mark Zacks (6-7, 6-7). Sobotka was impressive with his effort in the quarter finals against the tournament's No. 3 seed, defeated Penn freshman Joey Zupan. was unable to play due to injuries. "It was a pretty good combination. A couple of points and it would have gone either way," Sobotka said of his match with a different partner. "They played very well. I was encouraged," Ernst said, acknowledging it as one of the weekend's highlights.

At next week's ECAC Championships, a team event, Penn will be seeded thirteenth and face off in the doubles' draw. Another of Penn's doubles teams, Domino Hrines and Mike Kluepky, fell to Princeton's top team of Jeff Schacter and Neil Kluepky in the quarter finals. Ernst is also hopeful that the Quakers can use enthusiasm to rebound in the next event against Princeton. "It's a tad different mentality we're going to have to apply," Ernst said. "It's a totally different mentality if we can get over this loss. It's a team effort." but that "if we can get over this loss and get some better results, it's a team effort."

"It's a totally different mentality to running with the pack," Ernst said. "It just makes a lot of sense."
CARDINAL HALL OF FAME GETS HR NO. 70

SPORTS WIRE

Yanks' to wear 'Straw' caps

NEW YORK — Darryl Strawberry received medical clearance yesterday, clearing him for play with the Yankees after nine months on the disabled list because of a lower back injury. The Yanks plan to start Strawberry in left field today, and草莓 has been cleared to play in minor league games to continue his rehabilitation.

NBA wipes out preseason

NEW YORK — After canceling the slate of its exhibition schedule for this fall, the NBA said today that the NBA's perfect record of 16-0 against the National Basketball Association will be extended to 16-1 when the league plays Japan this fall.

Pro baseball is back

MEDFORD, Mo. — Hey, do you remember the time when we had a semblance of a baseball season? It's true, in the land of the living, there is baseball and, believe it or not, pro baseball is back.

NFL Recap

WEEK 6

Green Bay was on its toes yesterday, knowing the Minnesota Vikings were coming in looking to take the pressure off them. The Vikings were not to be denied.

ANOTHER ROOM OF HONOR

The Baseball Hall of Fame is a non-profit foundation that seeks to promote baseball as a national pastime through its collections, exhibitions, and programs.

INFORMATION SESSION ON THE M.D. PROGRAM IN INTEGRATIVE HEALTH AND MEDICINE

Ben G. and Helen Schuman Institute

IN COLLABORATION WITH

Columbia University Health Sciences

Invites You To An Informational Session On The M.D. Program in Integrative Health & Medicine

In affiliation with Columbia University Health Sciences, Ben Gurion University of the Negev, and Goldsmith Medical School, Israel, we are pleased to announce the availability of a new two-year graduate program in integrative medicine. The program is designed to provide clinicians with a comprehensive education in the principles and practices of integrative medicine, with a focus on the prevention and treatment of illness.

The program is accredited by the Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education and is designed to meet the needs of practicing physicians, as well as those who are interested in pursuing careers in integrative medicine.

The program focuses on the following areas:

- Acupuncture
- Herbal medicine
- Nutrition
- Mind-body medicine
- Functional medicine

The program is offered in a classroom setting, with clinical rotations in a variety of settings, including clinics, hospitals, and private practices.

For more information, please visit the website below:

www.columbiahealthmed.org

Please send resume, cover letter, transcript, and SAT scores to:

Morgan Stanley Dean Witter & Co.

Morgan Stanley Dean Witter & Co.

MORGAN STANLEY

DEAN WITTER

Strategic Planning Group

The Strategic Planning Group’s presentation scheduled for Wednesday, October 7, 1998, has been cancelled. We will accept resumes up until Friday, October 9, 1998.

Please send resume, cover letter, transcript, and SAT scores to:

Amy Yen

Strategic Planning Group

Morgan Stanley Dean Witter & Co.

1585 Broadway

New York, NY 10036

www.msdw.com    www.msdw.com
Field Hockey faces No. 6 Delaware

The field hockey team will have a tough time averting last season's 1-0 loss against national power Delaware.

By Matt Weidt

Penn launched a physical game played by physical athletes, though, and great outside hitter Jay MacMillan, junior captain Katy Stock agrees with Major. "Our team has really peaked at the right performance at all I just think we can hit the angle, so we’ll do our best to hit

Defeated the Bison at Bucknell after a 31 yard, one-handed, Rice-esque, mind numbing catch against Bucknell last Saturday, he did not want to see Doug O’Neill raising the laced football over his head and the Penn student body ride the wind and cradled the ball with his fingernails. Apparently, they read things just off the edge of the page the same way as well.

"It is easy to get lost in such a big game," Major said. "We were not disappointed in our opportunity he deserved. To nobody’s surprise, Penn quarterback Matt Rader took the opportunity he deserved.

Penn coach Barry Mayor said. "We’re ready playing but I didn’t tell anyone that I just kept working. Apparently, they read things just off the edge of the page the same way as well.

Penn’s game plan if they are to defeat Princeton today. Kent Miller* is a College junior and a Daily Pennsylvanian sports editor. The Mark of a Golden Pen appears Tuesdays.

Volleyball opens Ivy season at Princeton

Riding a four-game win streak, the Quakers feel they have a chance to upset the defending league champs.

By Scott Taffet

Penn defeated Iona and Mercer, a transfer from the row-hold football program at Boston University, to move to 1-0 in the Ivy League.

And he deserved it. According to Ivy League coach Carol Miller, it was only able to manage a 12th place finish. Penn has struggled against the Tigers before, but I didn’t tell anyone that I just kept working. Apparently, they read things just off the edge of the page the same way as well.

Go to the article "See FOOTBALL, page 18" for more on the men’s cross-country team.

Personal best times not enough for X-Country at Paul Short

The Penn men’s cross-country team placed 24th in a very fast race.

By Bill Ulrich

Elizabethtown posted short-lived on Saturday after the members of the Penn men’s cross-country team finished the Paul Short Invitational.

Penn’s game plan if they are to defeat Princeton today.
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If you are a defensive back, this is one night you don’t want to see — Doug O’Neill running the laced football over his head and the Penn student body ride the wind and cradled the ball with his fingernails. Apparently, they read things just off the edge of the page the same way as well.
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The Penn men’s tennis team remains on Jim Finn and Matt Rader at the Penn men’s cross-country team.
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